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Cheddar Block Games is a play and earn social gaming platform where users 
can compete in skill-based games and tournaments based on simple, highly 
engaging and entertaining games, with crypto earning benefits. 

Cheddar Block Games is a social platform in a number of ways. It enables 
users to engage with one another via the Cheddar Verse, which is a roam 
around style of world where people can explore and interact with other users, 
all from within the gaming platform app. Users can pick up NFT’s, find hidden 
loot and treasure, find and pickup $CHEDDAR, play mini games with others 
and interact with the environment. Another big social feature of Cheddar 
Block Games is the integration and creation of Esports teams, allowing users 
to compete together against other teams on the platform. Features such as 
team chats, team leaderboards, team assistance and gameplay enable team 
mates to interact in a multitude of social ways for improved player experience 
and therefore retention.

There are two styles of play and earn gameplay for users. The first is free-to- 
play, meaning a player can enter into games for free, set high scores and 
potentially earn if they make the leaderboard of high scores for that 
tournament period. The second is pay-to-play, meaning an entry fee is 
required to play against other players.

Cheddar Block Games aims to be the leading platform for extremely fun, easy 
to learn, skill based games. This is something the Cheddar Block Games team 
has done before and is capable of doing again. The team behind Cheddar 
Block Games were the same team that built the smash hit game, Bodybuilder 
Gym Fighter, which has over 50M downloads and has generated over $4M 
through in-app purchases. There are also world class advisors onboard such 
as the Head of Twitter Gaming and Sport, a partner of Boston Consulting 
Group (BCG) and MoonRoving from Solana. The agency partner onboard has 
generated over 200M gaming app downloads for their clients such as Candy 
Crush and Skillz gaming.
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Mobile and tablet based games represent more than 55% of the 
entire global games market by revenue and are the fastest 
growing market segments (mobile: +29% YoY; tablets: +13% YoY).

Within the mobile segment, hyper-casual games represent the 
majority (60%) of App store downloads. This makes hyper- 
casual games the most popular game genre with a global 
audience of 1.5 billion people considering themselves hyper- 
casual players. Other popular gaming categories on mobile 
include are puzzle, strategy, board, shooter, runner and sport 
games.
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Platform commission on PvP and tournament prize pools
Platform commission on hosted game integrations from third-party 
developers
Platform commissions on Esport team sales through NFTs
Game development and hosting as a service for other NFT projects

A competitive social gaming platform aggregating third party games with
seamless token rewards and team play experiences.

We believe mobile gaming will continue to be the fastest growing game 
market segment for the foreseeable future, driven by global mobile adoption 
and general mobile usage trends. 

Platform monetisation is implemented in the following ways

The Solution
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The Problems

Traditional P2E gaming fails to 
convert non-crypto natives given 
they don't take into consideration 
seamless user experience.

High churn rates and low 
player retention in Free-2-Play 
mobile games are a common 
problem in web2 games.

High barriers to entry such as a 
lack of education around crypto 
and poor gameplay experience 
lead to low conversion rates for 
paying MAU's. 

Most free-2-Play advertising 
models have inferior gameplay for 
users and also lack quality revenue 
models for longevity.

fail to convert non- 
crypto natives

Low conversion 
rate

poor advertising 
and revenue models

High Churn rate



Benefit for players:
Cheddar's model of entrance fees and winning pools adds an element of 
competitive thrill, giving players globally the opportunity to engage in 
competitive stakes, similar to that of amateur sports. This keeps players 
engaged with our platform and increases social engagement that in turn 
reduces player turnover. This represents a democratization of esports. 

In the Cheddar platform, players can engage in a competitive spirit and win 
their own fiat currency without any complicated mechanisms, such as having 
to know how to convert crypto from one currency to another. The platform 
automatically deposits credit into your platform wallet and makes it easy for 
non-crypto natives to pull this out in fiat through our fiat on and offramp 
systems, or for crypto natives to send this to another wallet of their choosing 
for trade on a DEX or CEX. 

Virtuous circle for the ecosystem:
Cheddar’s platform-based publishing model benefits both the community and 
developers, with seamless, fast and intuitive ad-free experience for our users. 
Our in-app payment gateway reduces barriers to entry enabling non-native 
crypto users to seamlessly use our platform through fiat on-ramp systems, 
which are being integrated into our platform at the time of writing this. 

Our team are capable of being able to execute on the delivery of this given our 
expertise in software integration and experience in not only smart contract 
development but also game development too. We work closely with our 
software partners being onboarded through open communication channels 
and developer meetings.
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Via token incentives set aside in our tokenomics. Developers would receive 
tokens on a vesting schedule. This is a strategy that will be employed in the 
earlier stages of our platform life cycle until our platform reaches critical 
mass and the profit sharing system in the next point becomes the more 
attractive option.
Developers benefit via a profit sharing system whereby they take 50% of all 
revenue brought in via their game on our platform when it involves
gameplay on their game. For example, where the platform takes a 20% cut 
on entry fee based 1-on-1 gameplay and 30% on entry fee based 
tournament gameplay, the developer would receive 50% of this take fee 
whenever it is their game being played.

Benefit for developers:
Developers are offered new opportunities to increase their revenue streams 
without having to undermine on quality. The curated ecosystem of high quality 
casual games attracts a growing userbase which in turn attracts and benefits 
third party developers to contribute additional games and user content to the 
platform.

There are two ways developers can generate revenue opportunities:

1.

2.
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Player Rating and Matching 
Players will have the most enjoyable experience if they are evenly matched 
against another player with a similar skill set. Our player matching system will 
categorise players into three tiers (Beginner, Medium and Advanced) to begin 
with based on an AI learning algorithm that will gauge player competency. As 
the platform progresses with more players, we will get more granular with the 
matching and introduce up to 6 tiers instead of only 3.

Each new game will require the player to complete 5 test matches, which 
would result in a players level based on their end score and number of 
matches won and lost. Once the 5 matches in a new game have been 
completed a player will receive a rank in that game. They will also have an 
overall score that is linked to their profile which takes into consideration how 
experienced the player is through different gaming categories and overall as 
a gamer. Given there is an ongoing score of a player through each individual 
game that dynamically updates with each match played, as well as their 
overall score across all games, our system has the capability to prevent any
cheaters trying to game the scoring system to their benefit.

This system is also applicable to teams.

Anti-Cheat and Anti-Fraud
Anti-cheat mechanisms are important to ensuring that no player cheats the 
system. We are implementing screen capture recordings that are temporarily 
stored on our server, where every match is recorded, and anti-bot measures
to ensure fairness is encoded into all our tournaments. If players believe that 
an opponent has displayed behaviour reminiscent of an automated tool, 
players can report the profile and if found to be engaging in fraudulent acts, 
parties will be blacklisted from the platform and the affected player would be 
compensated.

If this is found to happen in a team match, the team will lose the points of the 
player's contribution who was found to be cheating, which would affect the 
team's end score.
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Social Features and Community Voting
Our long-term vision is to incorporate a community voting system through 
the creation of a DAO. This will be created soon after the launch of the 
platform once we are live on IOS and Android. We aim to empower the 
community/gamers to drive the future direction of Cheddar Block Games 
when it comes to the future games development pipeline. NFT holders will 
also benefit in the future profits of the platform via our token benefit events 
that will occur every week. These will be quest based tasks that holders will 
need to complete in order to receive $USDC. This will be to the amount of 25% 
of platform profits going back into these tasks for NFT holders who wish to 
participate. Quests will include things such as completing a survey, trialing a 
new game and other fun social interactions.

Developer Integrations and Rewards
Our vision is to be the biggest platform collection for skill based games on 
mobile. In order to accomplish this, we are developing an incentive system 
that allows third-party developers to publish their games on our Cheddar 
platform and earn a revenue share for said games, as detailed on page 6.

Payment Gateway 
Crypto integration is still limited and can pose a barrier to play and earn 
adoption. Thus, we’re creating a seamless end-to-end user payment 
experience that allows non-crypto natives to use traditional methods of 
payment (such as credit card) and receive rewards via PayPal.

Our fiat on-ramp system being employed will allow for this to happen across 
all mobile devices, from the purchasing of $USDC to use on the platform, right 
through to the transfer back into fiat and transferring back to a PayPal 
account. Implementing this on Android is less of a challenge than 
implementing this on IOS however after speaking with the ex-Head of NFT 
Gaming in Apple, we have the know how on how to execute this with his 
insight and knowledge. There are various apps that have managed to do this 
before us and we will be employing the same strategies.
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PLATFORM TAKE
ON WINNINGS
$0.40 (20%)

TOTAL POOL $2

GAMER 1

Fiat 

GAMER 2

ENTRY FEE $1
(EXAMPLE)

ENTRY FEE $1
(EXAMPLE)

ENTRY FEE $1
(EXAMPLE)

ENTRY FEE $1
(EXAMPLE)

WINNER TAKES
$1.60 (80%)

$CHEDDAR

Developers

Buy Back & Burn

NFT Holder Reward

Operations

Users are paired in PvP competition modes with scaling entry fees and prize 
pools ranging from $1 up to $500 in the $USDC token. Each of them have the 
same structure, with a 20% take rate by the platform while the winner is 
awarded the majority prize pool of 80%.

It is only in tournaments of 32 people that the platform has a 30% take and 
the top 16 players are awarded prizes in a scaling system.

ChEDDAR PLAYER MODEL
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Cheddar Block Games will be the first ever project to create the concept of 
NFTs as Esports teams. 

Holders of the NFTs, or team owners, will unlock the ability to start a team on 
the platform simply by holding it in their platform wallet. 

Owners can enter their teams into free to play P2E tournaments or enter 
them into entry fee based tournaments where the stakes would be much 
higher but the rewards a lot higher also. A team owner receives 30% of the 
team earnings in $USDC and the other 70% is divided evenly to the team 
players. 

Each team will have the capacity to house up to 50 players. With a total NFT 
supply of 5,000, this allows for a total of 250k players to be part of a team 
(50 per team over 5,000 teams) on the platform. This does not limit the 
platform to 250k players as people can play in individual PVP matches and 
tournaments outside of team based matches and tournaments, meaning
there is a limitless amount of players allowed on the platform.

As teams progress and start to develop a track record, our platform will 
create an automated publicly viewable team profile that tracks all team 
data such as past wins and losses, skill level of team players, tournament 
trophies, league status, past earnings in $USDC and earning potential in USD 
value. As a result our platform would then give teams an automated value 
and recommended sale price. This will allow team owners to then sell their 
Esports team (NFT) to the highest bidder who will buy it at a recommended 
x2-x10 the team earning potential, which is a value made up from past 
earnings + skill level of players + past wins and gives a value based on 
these. If teams have greater exposure and begin to build a brand, the value 
of this would go beyond platform recommendations. Owners are able to set 
their own sale price for their team on secondary markets. Buyers can use the 
meta data ID to cross check the value of a team on our platform with a 
searchable team lookup system that shows all team profile details.

NFTs as esports teams
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To start or access a team, an NFT owner must send their NFT into their 
platform wallet for the platform to read the metadata associated with the 
NFT to be able to start a team or acquire ownership of one. To become part 
of a team a player does not need to own an NFT, they simply need to have 
signed up to the platform with an account. Both the team owner and players 
will receive winnings sent into their wallet in the form of $USDC from matches 
and tournaments. If a team enters into a match and not all 50 players 
compete, they will simply receive less match points that add to their total 
team score and as a result be at a disadvantage to teams who have more 
players compete.

Matches between teams will happen as a head-to-head style for single
gameplay and also in tournaments where teams are randomly put into 
matches against one another in bracket tournaments of up to 32 teams 
where they must win to move further along the tournament and are kicked 
out if they lose. Matches will occur through a matching system as described 
on page 8. Given these matches don't occur in real time, there is no limit to 
segmenting by region as we will not suffer from lag issues.
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NFTs as esports teams

Cheddar Verse

A virtual world known as our Cheddar Verse is being built on Unity and will be 
integrated into our mobile app platform. This will act as a free roam social 
engagement area of the platform where people can interact with the 
environment and also with other players. The characters that will be used will 
be low poly in nature and will represent the characters of our mouse like 
NFTs. Anyone on the platform can enter into the Cheddar Verse at anytime 
they desire. There will be explore-to-earn style mechanics in this world 
where people can find and unlock hidden loot, treasure, NFTs and $CHEDDAR.



$CHEDDAR is natively built on Solana (SOL) and will be the currency used on 
our platform for certain gameplay activities, such as in-app purchases of 
skins, powerups, extra lives and recharges. It will also be used as an 
onboarding mechanism for new players.

This is because, unlike major games such as Axie Infinity that encounter 
Ethereum’s limitation of transaction time and high gas fees, Solana is the 
most logical alternative in an era of more players moving towards blockchain 
based P2E games. SOL offers several advantages.

Low Fees and Transaction Times: Solana avoids these issues by introducing 
systems that allow the network’s transaction throughput to scale 
proportionally to its bandwidth. Solana is capable of 50,000 tps with a 
transaction fee of $0.02 making it appealing to start a token on compared to 
other chains such as ETH.

Big up and coming NFT and gaming community: Solana NFTs have been a 
catalyst in NFTs moving forward with more reasonable gas fees for 
transactions compared to other chains. Ethereum has the stigma around 
being the number one chain for NFTs and gaming however Solana NFTs have 
now overtaken Ethereum in number of daily transactions of NFTs as of April 
2022 and also have topped the charts on Opensea in being the most popular 
collections by 24 hour trading volume as of May 2022. There are now a 
number of games being released on Solana and as a result a big gaming 
community has come into existence on the chain. Moving forward its a very 
feasible option to create a platform based around cheap transaction rates 
and that boasts a popular NFT and gaming community.

Why Solana
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Play-to-Earn - tournament winnings against other players
Pay-to-Play - match and tournament winnings against other players
Develop-to-Earn - develop and publish games on the Cheddar Block 
Games platform and receive revenue share
Explore-to-Earn - find loot, treasure, NFTs and $CHEDDAR in the Cheddar 
Verse
Refer-to-Earn promote Cheddar Block Games to your friends and earn 
$CHEDDAR from the users you bring to the platform on the receiving 5% of 
what they spend in $USDC the first month.

Token Utility 

$CHEDDAR will receive a portion of platform revenue from $USDC as buy 
back and burns to support the token price. We forecast this number to be as 
high as 25% of platform revenues being injected back into $CHEDDAR.

Tokenomics
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https://www.blog.udonis.co/mobile-marketing/mobile-games/hyper-
casual-games-report 
https://gameanalytics.com/blog/hyper-casual-gaming-stats/
https://gameanalytics.com/blog/our-seven-predictions-for-mobile-
gaming-in-2022/#6-more-brands-will-turn-to-gaming
https://www.moloco.com/en/blog/hyper-casual-games-market-
size?hs_amp=true
https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/data-and-insights-on-the-
philippines-games-market/
Copyright Newzoo 2022 | Source: 2019 Consumer Insights for Games
and Esports | newzoo.com/consumer-insights

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
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Join our community

https://discord.com/invite/cheddarblockgames
https://twitter.com/Cheddar_Block


The information in this deck is not complete and may be changed. This is not an offer
to sell or purchase securities. The securities being discussed here have not been
registered under any federal or state securities laws. This deck is confidential and
meant only for select accredited investors. This deck contains (and our officers and
directors may make from time-to-time) forward-looking statements. Forward-
looking statements can be identified by words such as:

“anticipate”, “intend”, “plan”, “goal”, “seek”, “believe”, “project”, “estimate”, “expect”,
“strategy”, “future”, “likely”, “may”, “should”, “will”, and similar references to future
periods. Forward-looking statements are neither historical facts nor assurances of
future performance. Instead, they are based only on our current beliefs, expectations,
and assumptions regarding the future of our business, future plans, and strategies,
projections, anticipated events and trends, the economy and other future conditions.
Also, certain features and products discussed in this deck have not been developed
yet. They are currently planned, but plans may be changed. Because forward-looking
statements relate to the future, they are subject to inherent uncertainties, risks, and
changes in circumstances that are difficult to predict and many of which are outside
of our control. Our actual results, functions, features, and financial condition may
differ materially from those indicated in the forward-looking statements. Therefore,
you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements.
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